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SPECIALIST IN CCNP-ENTERPRISE 
Advanced Routing Services 

AEC 

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE 

This program is aimed at those working in the IT sector who are involved in various aspects of 
computer networking for a range of private and public organizations. This program is also aimed 
at graduates of other networking programs and certifications such as the CCNA and/or CCIE. 
Graduates of this program will become specialized network trouble-shooters and may work in a 
number of possible IT job functions. 

CAREER OUTLOOK 

Graduates of this program will become Network professionals who typically work for companies 
of all sizes. Large companies often employ many network professionals who may specialize in 
particular aspects of networking while small- to medium- sized business often employ one 
individual who is responsible for all aspects of the computer network environment.  
Network professionals are responsible for a variety of tasks including network installation, 
migration, inventory management, component configuration, performance verification, network 
supervision and security management.  
Specifically, accredited graduates of the CCNP AEC are thought of as network specialists who are 
able to plan, implement, verify, and troubleshoot local and wide-area enterprise networks and 
work collaboratively with specialists on advanced security, voice, wireless and video solutions. 

TARGETED CLIENTELE 

This Cisco Certified Network Professional (CCNP) – Enterprise- Advanced Routing and Services AEC 
is directed at those who have already acquired the building blocks of networking through 
professional experience or formal studies, such as the CCNA training or certification Computer 
and/or the Science DEC (420.B0). In general, they will be working in IT networking positions, or 
recently graduated from computer science programs and will see this additional certification as a 
means to enhance their opportunities for acquiring employment or advancement. They will be 
technically-oriented and comfortable with the hands-on, practical nature of the program. 
Students must also meet the government requirements for admission to an AEC program. 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 

Students must have a Secondary V Diploma or a High School Leaving Certificate or have received 
instruction deemed sufficient by the College as well as meet the admission criteria for admission to 
an Attestation of Collegial Studies (AEC) Program. Students must have a functional knowledge of 
English, particularly in their oral communication skills.  

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 

General Requirements 
To be admissible for this AEC program, applicants must meet the eligibility requirements in effect 
at the time as set forth in Article 4 of the College Education Regulations. In particular, applicants 
must have received instruction deemed sufficient by the College and meet at least one of the 
following conditions: 

• You have interrupted your full-time studies or pursued full-time postsecondary studies for
at least two consecutive sessions or one school year;

• You are covered by an agreement between the college and an employer, or benefits from
a government program;

• You have interrupted full-time studies for one session and pursued full-time post-secondary
studies for one session;

• You hold a DEP.

Specific Requirements 
In addition to meeting the general admission requirements outlined above, applicants must 
demonstrate a knowledge level equivalent to the CCNA certification. The following are deemed 
equivalent. 

 A valid CCNP or CCIE certification.
 A valid CCNA certification.
 An expired CCNA certification or other network certifications deemed equivalent

(applicants may be asked to write an entrance test).
 A completed program of studies containing CCNA level content. (Applicants may be asked

to write an entrance test).
 Or previous professional experience involving CCNA level content (Applicants may be asked

to write an entrance test).
 Applicants will be asked to submit their curriculum vitae (CV) and may be interviewed for

English-language ability.

Prospective candidates may be tested to prior to their admission to the program to verify their 
qualifications.
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COMPETENCIES 

Upon completion of the program, the student will be able to: 

1-Configure IP switching for complex networks:

 Explain IP switching

 Configure IP switching principles for complex networks

 Evaluate IP switching configuration

 Maintain and troubleshoot IP switching

2-Configure IP routing for complex networks

 Describe IP routing principles in complex networks

 Explain IP routing principles in complex networks

 Configure IP routing for complex networks

 Evaluate IP routing configuration

 Maintain and troubleshoot IP routing

3-Implement security on routers and switches

 Explain security principles

 Configure infrastructure security

 Evaluate infrastructure security

 Troubleshoot infrastructure security

4-Use virtualization technologies

 Describe virtualization network and technologies

 Configure virtualization technologies

 Troubleshoot virtualization technologies

5-Implement a complex IP network using interconnecting devices

 Analyze complex and problematic IP routing switching installation scenarios

 Identify the necessary hardware and software needs

 Create prototype

 Install cables

6-Deploy network infrastructure services

 Describe elements of advanced network infrastructure

 Explain elements of advanced network infrastructure

 Configure infrastructure services

 Troubleshoot infrastructure services

7-Automate computer network management infrastructure tasks

 Describe computer language

 Interpret computer language

 Automate routing and switching tasks
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

Total number of hours:  405 hours 
Anticipated Start Date: October 17, 2022 
Anticipated End Date: December 7, 2023 
Schedule:       Monday and Thursday evenings from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 

1-2 Saturdays per month from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Delivery Mode: Hybrid

• Evening classes are online
• One Saturday per month in-person, to allow for practical

exercises on Cisco equipment

PROGRAM CONTENT 

Course No. Course Title Hours 

420-711-LA Configuring IP Switching 
45 

420-712-LA Configuring IP Routing  
90 

420-723-LA Troubleshooting Routing and Switching Security 
60 

440-724-LA Implementing a Complex IP Network Infrastructure, and 
Virtualization Technologies 

75 

420-735-LA Troubleshooting Network Infrastructure Services 
90 

420-736-LA Automating  Network Routing and Switching Tasks 45 

Total 6 courses 405 

The courses are offered in a sequential manner, where the completed course is a pre-requisite for the next one. 
To progress in the program, each course must be completed successfully.  All courses must be successfully 
completed to attain the AEC.  

Attendance:  
Students are expected to attend all class sessions and scheduled examinations following the date 
upon which they register for the course. 

FEES 

Application Fee (new student) $   30.00** 
Registration Fee: $25.00 per course*  $ 150.00** 
Books $ 160.00** 
* Fee may vary depending upon Québec Residency Status 
** Fees are approximate and are subject to change

Please note that by withdrawing from a course(s) or failing a course(s) within your Attestation program, it 
may make it difficult or impossible for you to continue with your program at that time. It may delay you in 
the completion of your program, or it may hinder your opportunity to complete the program, as the College 
cannot guarantee that the program will continue to be offered in the future. 
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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
CONFIGURING IP 
SWITCHING 
420-711-LA     2-1-3
45 HOURS

This course provides students with an opportunity to 
configure and evaluate advanced IP switching. Students will 
develop the ability to implement complex switching 
solutions that target specific and complex scenarios. Students 
will then evaluate their implemented solutions and learn to 
make judgments on the efficacy of the configurations. Topics 
covered include: layer 2 protocols, VLAN’s, trunking, 
EtherChannels, spanning tree, PPP, and LAN switching 
technologies. 

Competency: BJ1N 
Pre-requisite: None 

CONFIGURING IP ROUTING 
420-712-LA 3-3-3
90 HOURS

This course provides students with an opportunity to 
configure and evaluate advanced IP routing. Through the 
application of content learned in the first course as well as an 
introduction to new routing technologies, students will 
develop the ability to implement complex routing solutions 
that target specific and complex scenarios. Students will then 
evaluate their implemented solutions and learn to make 
judgments on the efficacy of the configurations. Topics 
covered include: MPLS operations, MPLS Layer 3 VPN,  
eBGP for IPv4 and IPv6, and WLAN.  

Competency: BJ2N 
Pre-requisite:  420-711-LA 

TROUBLESHOOTING ROUTING 
AND SWITCHING SECURITY 
420-723-LA   2-2-2
60 HOURS

This course encompasses all topics relevant to the CCNP 
certification and relies on the solid foundation of skills that 
students have developed over the first two courses. This 
course provides students with an opportunity to practice 
advanced troubleshooting methodologies through the 
analysis of troubleshooting requests and complex IP 
scenarios that combine aspects of security applied to routing 
and switching. Students are prompted to evaluate probable 
causes and propose effective solutions. Finally, students 
must implement these solutions and validate them through an 
evaluation of the steps taken during the resolution. Topics 
covered include: VTPv2, VTPv3, dot1Q, 
Split-horizon, Route poisoning, 4-byte AS number, and 
NSSA 

Competency: BJ3N 
Prerequisite: 420-711-LA + 

420-712-LA

IMPLEMENTING A 
COMPLEX IP 
NETWORK 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
AND 
VIRTUALIZATION 
TECHNOLOGIES 
420-724-LA     2-3-4
75 HOURS

This course provides students with an opportunity to 
implement and evaluate complex IP network infrastructure 
and virtualization technologies. Students will develop the 
ability to implement complex routing and switching solutions 
using virtualization technologies that target specific and 
complex scenarios. Students will then evaluate their 
implemented solutions and learn to make judgments on the 
efficacy of the implementation. 
Topics covered include: LISP/ VXLAN, VRF GRE, IPsec 
tunneling, and DMVPN. Competencies: BJ4N+BJ5N 

Pre-requisite: 420-711-LA+ 
420-712-LA

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
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TROUBLESHOOTING 
NETWORK 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
SERVICES 
420-735-LA   3-3-3
90 HOURS

This course provides students with an opportunity to 
troubleshoot complex IP network infrastructures. Students will 
develop the ability to implement complex solutions that target 
specific and complex scenarios. Students will then evaluate 
their implemented solutions and learn to make judgments on 
the efficacy of the configurations. 

Competency:BJ6N 
Pre-requisite: 420-723-LA 

AUTOMATING  
NETWORK ROUTING 
AND SWITCHING 
TASKS 
420-736-LA   2-1-3
45 HOURS

This course provides students with an opportunity to automate 
routing and switching tasks. Students will develop the ability 
to construct encoded files using computer language to 
automate routing and switching tasks. Students will then 
evaluate their automated solutions and learn to make 
judgments on the efficacy of the configurations. 
Topics covered include: APIs for Cisco DNA Center and 
vManage. YANG, JSON and EEM applets.  
 Competency: BJ7N 

Pre-requisite : 420-735-LA 
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FLOWCHART: COURSE SEQUENCE 

 

Implementing a complex IP network 
infrastructure and virtualization 

technologies 
420-724-LA

75 hours 
 

Automating computer network routing 
and switching tasks 

420-736-LA 
45 hours 

Configuring IP switching 
420-711-LA

45 hours 

Configuring IP routing 
420-712-LA

90 hours 

Troubleshooting routing and switching 
security 

420-723-LA
60 hours 

Troubleshooting network infrastructure 
services 

420-735-LA 
90 hours 
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